The Navigators
A Virtual Expedition

Your Mission
Thank you so much for your help on Mission 1! The message you sent to us said:
SOS / SHIP WRECKED STUCK ISLAND UNKNOWN / COORDINATES 25.47 N 45.1 W / YEAR IS 4756 / SOS

As soon as you sent us the translations, our computer came back online. We tried to have a look at the coordinates, but couldn’t see
anything! Can you please help us again?
Firstly, lets make sure you understand how to use coordinates, longitude and latitude to locate places on earth (they are very handy
for places on earth that don’t have a postal address like me and you)! Before you start your mission click the globe to watch a helpful
video:

Great, now that’s covered, let’s start your next mission! Here is what you need to do:
1. Go to https://earth.google.com/web/ (please note, this only works in Google Chrome)
2. Once it has loaded, look for the search box in the left-hand corner and type in the coordinates you translated from the Morse
Code: 25.47 N 45.1 W
3. We are worried that as the Morse Code seems to have been sent from the future… (Year 4756) there may not be anything on
the map… but we really need you to check if there is anything there. Please let us know!

4. Now, we are not sure if we are any further with solving our mission… however, whilst you are on Google Earth, can you look to
see if there is anything nearby? Also, we really recommend you have a good look around.
5. It’s now time to go on a Virtual Expedition!!
• Did you know, that someone found a lost Rainforest in Africa using Google Earth!?
• Click ‘I’m feeling lucky’ and see where it takes you!
Move around all over the globe and see what interesting things you see and find.
6. Report back on your adventure on a postcard. You can either use this one below or get creative and design you own (on the
computer or using arts materials). Send a photo of your postcard back to louise.kay@nottingham.ac.uk

